Figure 1. Showing video retrieval system with three different search engines.
Numerous elements of recovery of text/picture were discussed in detail, including models of recovery, sources of text, methods of temporal expansion, methods of extension of requests, characteristics of thepicture and of measurements of similarity. For every element, we perform a series of experiments to retrieve the video. In this paper, we discuss different video retrieval techniques and their merits and demerits.
paper detailing the use of multiple image sets for single videos to classify similar content, simplifying the need of scrubbing through entire videos for correlation to similar content. In 2011, he had improved his dataset of images and was downscaling them for compression, but still lacked the same level of detail recognition that is required for higher quality videos on the platform, hence making it a little obsolete at this day and age. In this year, Song et al. created an algorithm that performed multiple feature hashing and could accurately retrieve a near duplicate video from a set. Even though this was a novel approach towards content retrieval, it was a little too complex in its approach.
Figure 2. Shows 32RBM is best as compared to L2, Gist, and lower RBM
In 2013, Liu et al. had a similar technique of video retrieval in the form of NDV or near duplicate video. This algorithm showed a scalability issue. Douze et al., published a paper on Event Retrieval using circulant temporal encoding. This method was useful only for matching similar videos into clusters for specific events. Kazimierz had a paper on "Video Structure Analysis and Content-Based Indexing in the Automatic Video Indexer AVI". It also showcased the various methods of video retrieval among the ones already ublished.
Figure 3. Showing x and y-axis affects retrieval
Karpenko et alin 2008 showed in that report, they have taken video samples of 40 x 30 pixels whereas our resolution on both the images as well as the videos is much higher, showing that it can be applied to a more modern dataset. Our dataset is limited to the amount of time it takes for computation but as we will be showing Revaud et al., 2013 designed a novel technique using circulant temporal encoding. It uses this technique to fetch videos that pertain to a set event that has a limited database. Kazimierez Choros, 2010.The article expands upon Automatic Scene Detection for tagging a video and also elaborates on the efficiency of this technique over traditional databasing. Choros et al; 2013.This is the same method applied to the previous article but it is applicable to TV sport news broadcasts rather than online content. Choros et al; 2010.This study uses temporal segmentation to classify content on the basis of information taken from the running scene.Y.J. Zhang et al; 2002.The article describes a similar method for pattern recognition to extract keyframes. It relies on flash detection to get accurate key frame images. It extracts multiple key frames instead of a single usable frame. Liu et al; 2006.This paper proposes an efficient story unit extraction method based on the result of unsupervised video scene clustering. In this method, cluster transition matrix is constructed to detect the key scene shots and extract the story unit. Wengang, 2003.The approach defines a scene as a sequence of semantically correlated shots near in time or location. The "shot cluster" is a basic unit of the scene and it defines the "shot cluster" as a group of shots similar in content and near in time or location. Zhou et al; 2009.The author details extraction of the local interest points with higher frequencies in a shot from its key frame to improve the performance of nearduplicate shot identification. Zhang et al; 2010.The proposed Self-Taught Hashing (STH) approach to semantic hashing is a general learning framework that consists of two distinct stages, first being the unsupervised learning of binary code. Second is the supervised learning of hash function.Yang et al; 2008.In this paper, different algorithms, including long term and short term, are proposed to utilize relevance feedback for refining the Laplacian media object space (LMOS) and the MMD semantic graph (MMDSG), mapping new items into the MMD semantic space and dynamically ranking search results to improve the retrieval performance. The article proposes Correlation-based Near-duplicate Video Retrieval (CNVR) based on information correlation analysis. It is designed to have strong tolerance to intensive content changes. Unlike SNVR, the nature of correlation analysis determines that in CNVR, thenon-trivial relationship between two near-duplicate videos has agreat opportunity to be found even though the explicit content similarity is not high.Weiss et al; 2009.In this paper, we can see that the problem of finding the best code for a given dataset is closely related to the problem of graph partitioning and can be shown to be not hard.M. Wang et al; 2009.This paper proposes a similarity measure named neighborhood similarity which can explore this information. It consists of two components, namely, neighborhood sample similarity, and neighborhood label similarity, which are developed based on local sample distribution and local label distribution, respectively.M. Wang et al; 2009.The article proposes the OMG-SSL algorithm. Different from the existing graph-based learning techniques, which deal with only one graph, the OMG-SSL method optimally explores multiple complementary graphs in the manner of 
III. Discussions:
As a discussion, we present a summary table which concludes all video retrieval systems in terms of their pros and cons. We segment the video into shots with an improved twincomparison method. Shots are grouped into shot clusters using a sliding shots window method, which can greatly reduce computation effort and time.
Correlation is used to generate video scene structure and hence the given method promises efficiency. The basic idea is to eliminate the local descriptors with lower frequencies among the selected video frames from a shot to ensure that the shot representation is compact and discriminative.
Uses key descriptors from keyframe and hence reduces the storage requirement.
Comparatively inaccurate due to reduced data density and causes errors while fetching. This paper proposes a novel Self-Taught Hashing approach to semantic hashing: 1 -find the optimal l-bit binary codes for all documents in the given corpus via unsupervised learning, 2 -train l classifiers via supervised learning to predict the l-bit code for any query document unseen before. Lacks versatility and needs adjustment as per the given dataset.
IV.
Conclusions:
